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sometimes feared. Despite being one of
the most influential Muslim revivalist
movements of the last two centuries,
Deoband’s connections to the Taliban
have dominated the attention it has
received from scholars and policymakers alike. Revival from Below offers
an important corrective, reorienting our
understanding of Deoband around its
Ansari's Trade Directory of
global reach, which has profoundly
Pakistan and Who's Who SAGE
shaped the movement’s history. In
Publishing India
particular, the author tracks the origins
The authors cross the boundaries
between anthropology, folklore, and of Deoband’s controversial critique of
Sufism, how this critique travelled
history to cast new light on the
relation between songs and stories, through Deobandi networks to South
reality and realism, and rhythm and Africa, as well as the movement’s
rhetoric in the expressive traditions efforts to keep traditionally educated
Islamic scholars (`ulama) at the center
of South Asia.
Gender, Genre, and Power in South of Muslim public life. The result is a
Asian Expressive Traditions Concept nuanced account of this global religious
network that argues we cannot fully
Publishing Company
The Deoband movement—a revivalist understand Deoband without
understanding the complex modalities
movement within Sunni Islam that
through which it spread beyond South
quickly spread from colonial India to
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, and Asia.
Ismaili Mirror Oxford
even the United Kingdom and South
Africa—has been poorly understood and University Press, USA
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purify and protect the Indian Muslims from
innovations and the atrocities of the British
Orbis, Encyclopaedia of Extra-European
and Sikhs, respectively. Relating the history
Countries University of California Press
of the movement, the book takes
"Containing cases decided by the Federal Court,
Privy Council, High Courts of Dacca, Lahore and perspectives from the immediate localities of
the Pukhtun region and elaborates on the
Baghdad-ul-Jadid, Azad Jammu and Kashmir,
reasons for the failure of the movement. It
Chief Court of Sind, Judicial Commissioner's
Courts--Baluchistan and Peshawar, and revenue
assesses the social, political, religious, and
decisions Punjab" (varies).
economic impact of jihad on the Pukhtun
Pakistan Index Translation University of
region and discusses whether Barailvi’s
Pennsylvania Press
movement is solely responsible for the
Contributed articles.
present-day jihadi mindset, as some authors
Publishers' International Year Book
argue. The book uses historical information,
The book discusses the nomenclature,
narratives, and perspectives from original
geography, climate and natural vegetation,
texts written in regional languages and
regional ethnicity and lineages and historical
transliterated texts from Pukhtu.
perspective of Swat, Pakistan. It evaluates and

World directory of book
publishers.

analyzes the genesis of the once Princely State
of Swat in the historical, geo-political and
strategic context. It deals with the consolidation
and expansion of the former State holistically.
Moreover, it evaluates the State's relations with
the British Government and later Pakistan, and
with the neighboring states of Dir and Amb.
The book evaluates and analyzes the
administrative system including the civil,
military, financial and judicial spheres. It also
deals with the socio-cultural milieu and changes
brought about in Swat in respect of education,
language, religion, health, permanent
settlement, communication, trade and industry,
agriculture, tourism, leadership, and women's
rights. It looks at the merger of the former state
into Pakistan, the constitutional status of the
State, causes of the merger, the Wali's role in
the merger, and both positive and negative
effects and impacts of the merger

The British Commonwealth
Sayyid Ahmad Barailvi (1786–1831), the
man who first propagated and led jihad
during the 19th century in the then NorthWest Frontier, perceived and initially led it
as a purely reformist movement in northern
India. Reform and jihad were intended to

Public Library Development
The present work attempts for the first time to
bring together at one place a number of articles
concerning different facets of the humanities and
discusses their importance in education and human
development.

Directory of Booksellers and Publishers in
Pakistan
Papers presented at a International Congress
on "Nahjul Balagha and Inter-Religious
Understanding", held at New Delhi, India,
from 17-19 April, 1995.
Asian Book Trade Directory

Pakistan Book Trade Directory
The Person of the Prophet ... in Contemporary
Islamic Thought

Moslem World
Documentation and Bibliographic Control of
the Humanities in India
Swat State (1915-1969) from Genesis to Merger

Bibliography of Folk Literature
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Orbis, the Encyclopaedia of Extra-European
Countries: I-Z
Sayyid Ahmad Barailvi
Revival from Below

The Prayer Book for Muslims
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